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General Comments

✓ Japan is not able to contribute to provide the technical 
evidence for category2 MPR since our technical study and 
market experience is quite limited. 

→ Regarding “GTR22 proposed changes for vs2.docx” , 
Japan follows EVE IWG decision 
except the definition of V2X <below>

２



Japan Proposal: Revision of additional text and the verification process of on board V2X

Original;

or on-board power delivery when the vehicle is stationary for Category 2 vehicles.

Proposal

or on-board power delivery which is used for purposes(*) other than vehicle traction for Category 2 vehicles.
*note: Electric refrigerator truck , luxury small Electric bus , Electric cement mixer truck, Electric aerial ladder truck, etc…

Some equipment, such as electric cement mixer, will always use large amounts of power from batteries, 

therefore there is no reason to limit V2X addition when the vehicle is stationary.

The accuracy of the amount of discharge energy* for V2X purposes must be ensured.

*The amount of V2X energy used in the calculation of virtual mileages is calculated on-board, 

but the validation procedure for the on-board values is not described.
=>

1. Add requirement for verification of V2X power supply vs. on-board V2X to Part A (threshold: [5]%)

2. Provide an Exemption/Waiver for the verification of V2X for OEM/authority to reduce burden.

Revision of additional text 

Verification process of on board V2X

３

W/High-spec.A/C 

& refrigerators
Only stationary usage



Proposal; Verification process of on board V2X

ISC Part B is conducted, and data shall be reported to the authorities every year.

If the Part B family fails the MPR without virtual mileage but complies with the MPR with virtual mileage 

"V2X Accuracy Verification" should be conducted at next Part A timing.

４

<Consideration>
There is a loophole concern. It might be possible to select arbitrarily large on-board V2X value to increase the 

distance and to mitigate MPR. Therefore, verification of the on-board V2X is necessary, 

Since it is inefficient to check the entire number of vehicles, it is appropriate to consider a waiver provision.

Part A is based on the premise of WLTC driving, and it is not possible to verify the amount of V2X. 

Verification by the additional equipment with electric load is necessary.



1. Two data analyses are conducted in Part B to determine whether to verify the accuracy of on-board 
V2X.

Part B (2: SOCE, 4: Date of manufacture of the vehicle = years, 5: Total distance)

Part B' (2: SOCE, 4: Date of manufacture of the vehicle = years, 3: Odometer )

2. Decide whether to verify the accuracy of V2X or not in the next Part A, 

depending on whether the result of Part B' "satisfies" or "does not satisfy" the MPR.

Case 1) The ratio of Part B' satisfying MPR is more than 90% in the total number of annual samples.

⇒No V2X verification test is required because the MPR is satisfied without virtual distance by V2X.

Case 2) In the total annual sample size

Less than 90% of Part B' satisfies the MPR, and

Part B satisfies the MPR more than 90%
.

There is a risk that Part B results may be affected

by the accuracy of on-board V2X.  

⇒at the next Part A timing, the above Family vehicles 

will conduct additional V2X verification test.

５

Proposal ; Waiver conditions for V2X verification at Part A timing



Multiple Part B families can exist in a Part A family

< Loophole > 

1) Intentionally manipulate the on-board V2X algorism only for the Part B family (B1).  

(For the purpose of relaxing the regulation value)

2) Part A and V2X verification test will be conducted with another Part B family (B2,3) 

<Solutions>

V2X verification test shall be conducted in the vehicle group of the relevant Part B family basis(B1).  

The basic procedure of the V2X verification method will be proposed in the future.

V2X検証のLoophole懸念と対応策

Part A

B1 B2 B3

Family structure

６

V2X Verification Loophole Concerns and Remedies
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